
 Announcing a brand new Attraction and Studio in Historic Old Towne Arvada.

 We live in the digital age, it’s the 21st Century and we all carry little devices in our pockets 
straight out of Star Trek. The Arvada Smart Studio/Gallery is a new concept for digital imaging and 
reproduction. The Gallery will display original visual art in the storefront of the original, Arvada Post 
Office building on Yukon St. 
 A very successful Crowd-funding campaign will provide for the innaugural exhibit’s production 
along with the celebtration costs. The campaign was carried out on Indigogo (Kickstarter for business) 
and shared on the social networks such as Facebook and LinkedIn. This platform of support allowed 
the campaign to reach and exceed it’s goal well before the deadline.    
 The community has thrown it’s support for a new place for art appreciation in Old Towne, where 
fresh images are created. And when historic building had space opened , the time seemed right.
Joining the community in a National Historic District is an amazing opportunity. 
 The Studio is a fully equipped, commercial photo studio, capable of handling virtually any level of 
photographic project. Owned and operated by Dwight Reinhardt, formerly with the CU/Boulder Space 
Physics department. There he applied his diverse training and experience to dozens of NASA Projects, 
and trained hundreds of NASA engineers.
 Before joining the CU/Boulder Faculty, he was the Art Director for an award winning Caribbean 
Guide and has a photographic career spanning over 35 years. After moving to Arvada, from Boulder, a 
few years ago, he began looking for a place to set up shop and start working with the local social and 
business community. 
 Now, just in time for Fall weather, Olde Towne Arvada has another gem in it’s historic and 
beautiful downtown area. Gallery hours will work with and/or around local events and festivals.
 
 So join the newest wave in Gallery Tech. Please bookmark the website 

            www.arvadasmartstudio.com 
 
 And check back often for upcoming shows and events. 

 Direct all inquiries to Info@arvadasmartstudio.com
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